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Enjoy Your Hunt

Offer All-Day Hunting Comfort
And A Better Vantage Point In
A Package That Will Last A Lifetime!

Welcome to...
At Triple Trophy Blinds we believe it’s about
so much more than the hunt. We believe as
fellow hunters/outdoorsmen & women, that
we are called to be more than hunters! We
are to be conservationists and stewards to
the land, Whether you hunt public land or
have your own private parcel. The land and
game need our help, whether it’s managing
timber, fighting invasive species, creating
habitat to help endangered species, creating
habitats to help endangered species of
birds, or helping your state wildlife agency
by hunting to maintain healthy game
populations. We challenge you to rise to the
call and help make a difference! When the
work is done, we get to participate in the
hunt.
At Triple Trophy Blinds we didn’t just build
another blind, we built a blind that will
last a lifetime. We are passionate about the
outdoors, time spent with family and friends,
and most of all, enjoying the wonders of
God’s creation and trying to leave things
better than we found them.
We abuse land because we regard it as a
commodity belonging to us. When we see land as
a community to which we belong, we may begin
to use it with love and respect.
- Aldo Leopold
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Why Hunt From a Blind ?
1

Perfect to mentor young hunters.

2

Keeps you dry and out of the elements,
especially during late season hunts.

3

Superior Scent Control for those elusive
mature bucks.

4

Excellent choice for fields and fence
rows where it is hard to blend in while
hunting from a tree stand.

5

Hunt in comfort with no fear of falling
out of your tree stand.

6

Don’t get busted enjoying that hot cup of
coffee or eating your sandwich etc.

7

The most compound bow friendly blind
in the industry.

A Blind that will
last for your children and
grandchildren. An exclusive
weatherproof window that will
stay in place no matter where
you stop raising it. We offer
bottom trapdoor entries, for
quiet, concealed entry, and/or
optional side door entry. We
also offer several options for
ladders and steps. Bottom
entries keep the ladder used
for entry out of the elements
and free of ice and snow.
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Rectangle
Blinds
Rectangle
Blind
• Shown on a 12' stand
• Side window - 27" x 20"
• End window - 31" x 20"

4x4 Blind
• Shown on a 8' stand
• Window - 27" x 20"

4' x 4' Blind

• Shown on a 4' stand
• Side window - 27" x 30"
• Optional steps to platform
• Optional side entry door
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Rectangle Blind
• Shown on a 12' stand
• Side window - 27" x 20"
• End window - 31" x 20"
• Wooden Stairs to Platform
• Side Entry Door

Rectangle
Blind

• Shown on a 12' stand
• Side window - 27" x 20"
• End window - 31" x 20"
• Wooden Ladder to Platform
• Side Entry Door

Rectangle
Blind

• Shown on a 10' stand
• Side window - 27" x 20"
• End window - 31" x 20"

Rectangle
Blind

• Shown on a 10' stand
• Side window - 27" x 20"
• End window - 31" x 20"
• Metal entry ladder

Rectangle
Blind

• Shown on a 10' stand
• Side window - 27" x 20"
• End window - 31" x 20"
• Spiral metal stairway to platform
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Octagon
Blinds

Octagon
Blind
• Shown on a 8' stand
• Corner window - 11" x 45"
• Side window - 31" x 20"

Big Window

Octagon
Blind
• Shown on a 12' stand
• Corner window - 11" x 45"
• Side window - 24" x 45"

Octagon
Blind
• Shown on a 10' stand
• Corner window - 11" x 45"
• Side window - 31" x 20"

Big Window
Blind
• Shown on a 4' stand
• Corner window - 11" x 45"
• Side window - 24" x 45"
• Wooden stairs to platform

Octagon
Blind
• Shown on a 12' stand
• Corner window - 11" x 45"
• Side window - 31" x 20"
• Spiral stairway to platform
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Blind Features
For most of history, man has had to fight nature
to survive. In this century he is beginning to
realize that in order to survive, he must protect it.
- Jacques - Yues Cousteau

• Pressure Treated Lumber

is used to build our
stands. They are assembled using 1/4" x 4" construction lags
and stained gray to match the blind and add longevity.

• Solid Rubber Roof (no Splices)
(Quiet in the rain compared to a metal roof)

• Blind Siding

is a 50 yr LP SmartSide coated with 25 yr
Urethane Stain. The Driftwood color was chosen to blend with
the winter woods.

• X bracing and bottom laterals
(on all stands except 4' stands)

• Attached Ladders
them sturdier and stronger

to the bottom of the stand make

• Unique fixed position window system
(the window will hold its position when you stop pushing)

• Inside Height – 6' 6"
• Carpeted Floor

helps to absorb sound when moving
around or if you drop something accidentally

All floors are glued so
a squeaky floor will not
chase your trophy off.

• Black Interior

to help conceal movement when you
grab your binoculars to verify a shooter buck.

• Includes Chair

(Except 4x4 Blind)

Our blinds boast the largest and strongest windows in the
industry! The ‘glass’ is tinted and does not break. The friction
hinges keep the opened window open at the exact angle you
want it

• Delivery and Setup Available

Offering Unparalleled
Shot Selection
Offers the best shot selection in the
industry anywhere you set it! On a
slope or level ground.

Don’t strain to look around!
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Acts of creation are ordinarily reserved for gods
and poets, but humbler folk may circumvent this
restriction if they know how. To plant a pine, for
example, one need be neither god nor poet, one
need only own a good shovel.
- Aldo Leopold

